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christophe demarthe +33 6 80 15 45 34 [email protected] http://christophe.demarthe.free.fr



Introduction Cocoon - concert/performance If the punk movement broke a certain amount of things, on the opposite it did not change anything to the traditional music structure with its verse and chorus. Neither did it change anything to the conventional form of the rock concert with its boundary between the stage and the hall. It was with this observation in mind that Christophe Demarthe formed in 1981 his group Clair Obscur which never ceased to attempt to break the established sketches of the performance. When he created Cocoon in 2004, as a renegade of the cold wave / industrial scene, he could but notice again the codes which are at work in the experimental electronic music scene. These codes, these sketches (which in many ways are very close to a certain tendency of contemporary art) will form the basis of Cocoon’s live performances. Cocoon’s live performance first looks like the replica of a laptop concert (with a table, a computer, a beamer and a screen). But immediately on the screen appear sentences which stigmatize this set and the feeling of boredom that it creates. These sentences on the screen ask for something else to take place, images for example… it is rather boring to watch a guy behind his laptop i wish they had projected images So images appear on the screen… Now we have understood. Cocoon’s performance will be an invitation to play with the expected figures of the performance. we need a volunteer to play with cocoon we need girls to come on stage « we need a volunteer to play with cocoon », « we need girls to come on stage ». It is by the obstinate repetition of these sentences on the video screen that Cocoon somehow orders the audience to play the game, playing on the possibility that “nothing happens”, that the performance stops. However the music says the opposite with its dramatic construction folding and unfolding itself. In his live performance and in the various ways he plays with his audience, Cocoon questions the ways of being together in the time of the performance. These games of mutual voluntary control that take place between the performer and the spectators remind us of those desired games that take place between “consenting adults“ within the protected boundaries of the private sphere as well as those undesired “games” that some people force some other people to play despite their will in many areas of the public sphere of our society.



Biography Cocoon is a solo project by one of the founding members of the French group Clair Obscur which was one of the first groups in the 80's in France which made links between music, fine arts, dance and theatre. Clair Obscur was one of the very few bands of the French cold wave / industrial scene which became known abroad with its records published by the British labels Cathexis, All the Madmen and N.E.R. (compilation From Torture To Conscience with Current 93, In the Nursery, Death In June…). Christophe Demarthe has been working for many years at the frontier of sound and visual arts. He has created sound architectures for theatre, dance, cinema, radio, fine arts… mainly working with the drama producer Bruno Lajara (501 Blues, Ne Pas, Fuites, Après Coups...) and with Jean Couturier for radio dramas on France Culture. He has written music for films, TV films (France 2, Canal Plus). In 2004 he created Cocoon, an audio/video/performance project, releasing his debut album on the French label Optical Sound. Much more than a mere sound object based on an album concept, Cocoon can be read as a global artistic project close to the performance. It is an audio set accompanied by videos and asking for an active participation of the public, banishing the passive listening of laptopers. The stage disposition creates a real contrast with the characteristic immobility of electronic music concerts, and definitively places itself at the crossing point of image, sound and live show, for a moving transdisciplinarity. Since its creation in 2004, Cocoon has participated to the festival Nowa Fabryka in Katowice and in Bytom in Poland, the festival Emergences/Villette Numérique in Paris, the second edition of Nuit Blanche in Paris, the festival Emo-Son in Bourges, the first edition of Salon Light in Paris… His work has been criticized in Libération, on Arte-TV.com, in the magazines Mouvement and The Wire, on France Culture... Cocoon won the Qwartz Electronic Music Awards 2004 in the category Hybrid. In October 2005 he released his second album, More violent days are to come, on Optical Sound. In 2006 he will play in Creil, Nîmes, Montpellier, Lodz (Poland)... You can read reviews, see photos, hear music at the following addresses : http://christophe.demarthe.free.fr http://www.optical-sound.com http://www.clairobscur.net



Live performances Les Voûtes, Paris, 18 June 2004 (Cocoon’s first live appearance, with Sylvain Chauveau and Frédéric Nogray) festival Nowa Fabryka, Katowice & Bytom (Poland), 18 & 24 September 2004 (with Dorota Kleszcz, François R, CH District...) festival Emergences/Villette Numérique, Paris, 1 October 2004 Nuit Blanche, Paris, 2 October 2004 (video work) festival Emo-Son, Bourges, 4 December 2004 (with Jérôme Noetinger + Seiji Murayama, Antez + David Chiesa) Salon Light, Paris, 5 December 2004 France Culture, Culture Plus, 27 December 2004 (interview by Arnaud Laporte) Un dimanche à Pigalle, Paris, 13 March 2005 festival Souterrain Porte III, Maxéville/Nancy, 30 September 2005 (with Dorota Kleszcz, Servovalve) MCA, Creil, 4 March 2006 festival Emergences, Le Périscope, Nîmes, 14 March 2006 Monoquini, Montpellier, 15 March 2006



coming next : Cultural Centre, Lodz (Poland), 10 June 2006



Discography More violent days are to come (Optical Sound, 2005) 17 tracks + 8 triptyches in-folios mastering by norscq / cover design by labomatic / with the participation of félicia atkinson (vocals), jean-guillaume belouin, pierre belouin, sylvain chauveau, nicolas demarthe (guitars), mathieu farnarier, bruno lajara, nicolas ledoux, léa lescure (vocals), jean-louis morgère / avec le soutien du ministère de la culture et de la communication - direction régionale des affaires culturelles d'alsace



debut album (Optical Sound, 2004) 10 tracks + cd-rom part by servovalve mastering by norscq / cover design by servovalve / with the participation of pierre belouin, rachid boukrim (images), sylvain chauveau, mathieu farnarier, jean-louis morgère, servovalve, vincent tirmarche (images)



compilation No repeat / No repeat (Station Mir / Semiose éditions, 2005) 56 tracks / 1 track by cocoon : “do not undress me“ fractal musik n° 3 revue sonore informative et créative based on a concept by joël hubaut



Videography Model (1’31 / 2004) photography : Vincent Tirmarche / film editing : Christophe Demarthe Fine Arts (2’56 / 2004) photography : Vincent Tirmarche / film editing : Christophe Demarthe Sleep (9’42 / 2004) film editing : Christophe Demarthe Clandestine (5’19 / 2004) photography : Rachid Boukrim / film editing : Christophe Demarthe selected for “Nuit blanche“, Paris, 2004 Foyer (3’38 / 2004) photography and film editing : Christophe Demarthe A porno movie with no actors (1’56 / 2004) photography and film editing : Christophe Demarthe Raimbeaucourt (4’32 / 2004) film editing : Christophe Demarthe Catkiller at ACCOR (2’27 / 2005) photography : Nicolas Demarthe / film editing : Mathieu Farnarier



Press “a cinematographic debut album tensed between hypnotic ambient and computer disturbances, motionless layers and almost dancing pieces, melodic loops and noisy incursions. (...) By making you smile, react or think on topics which go further beyond the strict musical field, Cocoon re-weaves this link which has been dismantled during often abrupt laptop concerts.“ LIBERATION, Marie Lechner, 1st October 2004 "The remarkable thing, all Cocoon's album long, is the dramatic breathe that builds the musical speech. It makes Cocoon being a fully artistic work. It is enough to make cocoon's music an autonomous source of rapture." MOUVEMENT.NET, David Sanson, 10 June 2004 "Unexpectable is the chain, especially beautiful and worked on are the pictures. A marvel that could have been in itself a disk." ARTE-TV.COM, Laurence Rilly, 14 June 2004 (about the CD-Rom part) “With soundness and an economy of means which force admiration, Cocoon succeeds like few artists before him to breathe life and omnipresent humanity into the circuits of the machine.“ D-SIDE, Jean-François Micard, July/August 2004 “It's not difficult to find who's hiding behind this strange project so much it's rare to meet an architect able to link so easily and with so much talent precision and melodies, especially when they're addictive and crafty. Indeed, Christophe Demarthe of Clair Obscur, is the one behind Cocoon (produced by Norsq) and he brings a bit of fresh air to the French scene“ PREMONITION, Christophe Labussière, October 2004 "A various and generally pleasant music that makes Cocoon difficult to define. It is somewhere between experimental pieces, melancholy strings, nearly dancing songs, or even ambient music with most beautiful crystal-clear sonorities." ETHERREAL, Fabrice Allard, June 2004 (about the concert at the Voûtes) "We fell in love with this album" ELECTROTINETTE.NET, June 2004 "Fetishist references, distant and stolen videos, frightening nonsense. The video track of the harbour is a unique moment. It reveals what we are far from glances, caught in a trap, being not on our guards. (...) This Cocoon is definitely beautiful." AXESSCODE.COM, Kether, 21 June 2004 (about the concert at the Voûtes)



“With its hypnotic loops, its machine-rythms, its distorsions, its muted or white layers, its strings samples, its digital scorias, its cloned melodies, there comes out a kind of bewitching, worrying, circular soft brutality.“ FACTEUR 4, Sylvain Gauthier, 3 July 2004 "More violent Days are to come, an album miraculously coherent in its diversity." D-SIDE, Jean-François Micard, November 2005 "A new album more SM than FM, and it does you good." POLYSTYRENE, E.D., November 2005 "More violent days are to come presents a darker path, more engaged towards a melancholic electronica with an astoundingly radical minimalism, born by obsessive sonorous layers and invaded by an insistent post-industrial breath and going back at time to post-rock (…) Unquestionably the beauty of this Cocoon reveals itself abrupt and abrasive“ MOUVEMENT, Léa Lescure, January-March 2006 "a really good and an unusual album came to us from france. the record is called More Violent Days to Come and it was released by Optical Sound label. Christophe Demarte, signed here as a Cocoon, presents 17 of his songs, and what's unusual about them is that almost every song is the story on it's own. completely different stuff and the wide range of interests - from Fennesz like ambient electronica to fast and energetic guitar themes. it might seem that this record is mor e of a V.A. compilation then an album from one author, but what's in common to all songs on it is that - they are all good!" BELGRADEYARD, 10 January 2006 "Christophe Demarthe, formerly from experimental renegades Claire Obscure, makes terse statements on the nature of power and sexuality on his debut Cocoon release. Loops are kept hard and jagged, overt references to Georges Bataille's Story of the Eye are inserted; alienation makes itself known." THE WIRE, Ken Hollings, February 2006



Cocoon technical rider



Nov 2005



STAGE 1 table of 1 x 2 metres covered with a black cloth + 1 chair 1 table of 1 x 1 metre covered with a black cloth + 1 chair AC Power on stage with multiplug



VIDEO 1 video projector of 2000 lumens minimum with a resolution of 800 x 600 1 VGA cable between the stage (Macintosh Powerbook) and the video projector 1 screen of 3 x 2 metres minimum at the back of the stage



LIGHT 6 PC 1kW in front 6 Pars 1kW on the sides 1 découpe 1 kW Front gel Rosco 119 Lateral gel 201 1 light dimmer 12 circuits



SOUND Front 1 public adress system of high quality with sub-bass adapted to the capacity of the hall



Wedges 1 circuit



Microphones Macintosh Powerbook : 2 D.I. Boxes Voice : 2 SM58 (one on a table stand)



ALLOW ONE HOUR AND A HALF FOR TECHNICAL SETTINGS (sound and video) IMPORTANT : the maximum number of spectators is 150, they must be seated (cushions, chairs, …), the bar must be closed



CONTACT Christophe Demarthe +33 6 80 15 45 34 / [email protected]
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Christophe BOUCHER .fr 

PhD in Economics â€“ University of Paris XIII. ... Financial Stability, Time Series Analysis. â–«. Seminars in International Finance, Financial Econometrics, Applied ...
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Christophe BOUCHER .fr 

â€œMisalignments, Returns and Volatility on the US Stock Marketâ€� (with honors) ... â€œLa valorisation des sociÃ©tÃ©s de la Nouvelle Economie par les options rÃ©elles, ...
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Publications - Christophe Claramunt .fr 

Computers Environment and Urban Systems, Elsevier, 67, 21-28. .... recherche interdisciplinaire, Revue Internationale de Geomatique, Ed. Hermes, Paris, ...
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Cocoon Love 

La simplicité et le romantisme vont de pair pour ce séjour. ... avec un grand lit rond que vous pourrez marquer votre compagnon / compagne avec ce séjour.
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Cocoon Love 

Cocoon Love. WE & Séjours. • Activités inclues : - Descente de 7 kms en canoë non encadrée. • Environnement : Rivière & Montagne. • Type de séjour : Séjour ...
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Cardigan cocon I Cocoon Cardigan 

Suggested Fabric Kn/'t with nice weight and drape. If the fabric stretches in the length, the cardigan will look longer. MODÃˆLE - VIEW Largeur - Width QuantitÃ© de ...
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Christophe SENNEPIN 

Territory Manager Â». Main achievements : ... On the podium of the Best Trio market share France. âž¢ 1994-2007 ... Creation, hosting and follow-up of websites.
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Christophe Cossou 

vectoriel design Inkscape. LATEX programming C, html, php, python, idl, bash. Interests. Photographs macrophotographs, landscapes, peoples. Music. Cinema.
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Christophe BOUCHER 

UniverstÃ© Paris Ouest Nanterre La DÃ©fense â€“ AgrÃ©gÃ© Professor in Financial ... Buffer for VaRâ€�, (with B. Maillet), the Financial Markets, Institutions & Instruments ... of the Banque de France Foundation (2010), Young Economist Award of the.
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TÃ©lÃ©chargez la brochure Cocoon - Antargaz 

15 mars 2017 - Ã‰cologique: Le propane est un Ã©nergie plus propre, qui brÃ»le entiÃ¨rement. Il produit peu de suie et de cendres qui peuvent s'accumuler dans vos appareils et rÃ©duire ainsi leur efficacitÃ©. Le Cocoon d'Antargaz, c'est la solution i
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Christophe de Bast - Welcome to Christophe's page .fr 

Position: Software Team Leader of the Application Team ... Language : 8 years of embedded C development for RT OS, basic of C++ (school only).
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26 Tournoi Christophe MAQUET 

5 mai 2018 - Royaume-Uni (GRB),. Ecosse : JUDO SCOTLAND (Sélection nationale – 2 équipes). Pays-Bas (NED),. Flevoland / Groningue : Entente ...
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Jean-Christophe AMBERT - CV 
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christophe boivin 11 AWS 

26 JONATHAN BOURCIER. LW/AG 8. 2. 3. 5. 2. 8. TRADE/Ã‰CHANGE CHI 2016. 28 AARON BRISEBOIS ..... 3 S. GIRARD. SHA 3 2 8 10 2. 3 J. COUGHLER. CHARLOTTETOWN. 8. 9. 4 S. BOURQUE. RIM 8 1 9 10 10. 4 T. BOLAND. RIMOUSKI. 8. 8. 5 O. GALIPEAU. VDO 11 0 9 9 2
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DIAS-VALERIO Christophe 

2010 : Divers : RÃ´le de malade lors d'examen d'ADVF, pour FORTEAM ESPL. 2009/10 : ThÃ©Ã¢tre : Â« Feydeauâ€¦ Ã  la Folie Â» montage de textes + Feu la mÃ¨re de ...
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0478 Vallet.residence st christophe 

teneur en eau naturelle WN supÃ©rieure Ã  0,9 WL,. â€¢ point reprÃ©sentatif sur le diagramme de plasticitÃ© (diagramme de Casagrande) se situant au-dessus de la droite Â« A Â» du dit diagramme. Les rÃ©sultats obtenus sur les Ã©chantillons SP1 testÃ© 
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Untitled - Christophe Marquet 

During the age of Japonism in nineteenth-century France, in addition to ukiyo-e woodblocks, paintings, porcelain, lacquerware, okimono and other art objects, ...
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Liasse fiscale MONELLS CHRISTOPHE 

31 mars 2017 - Le bilan suivant reprend la prÃ©sentation d'une liasse fiscale. Il ne s'agit toutefois pas d'une version scannÃ©e de la liasse fiscale originale de ...
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preamble - Christophe COUDUN 

communis, Lathyrus linifolius subsp. montanus, Lysimachia vulgaris, Mnium hornum, Mycelis ..... http://www.stat.washington.edu/dean/WEB/speccomp.pdf.
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Bouzgarrou - Jean-Christophe FAUROUX 

Improved Stability on Rough Terrain ... Obstacle = local perturbation in the general shape of the ground. â€¢ Obstacles that cannot .... Useful for longitudinal comfort (high frequency small motions) .... values of k â†’ numeric convergence problems.
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cure detox christophe bernard 
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report - Christophe COUDUN 

are included, and access to direct climatic variables is possible ... often stored in management systems such as TURBO- ... formed in the framework of a general forest site classifi- ... 1980s and concerns about a hundred ecological regions,.
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Cuvée Rosé - Christophe Chiquet 

Brut - Premier Cru. Mostly Pinot Meunier, a very supple and fruity blend. Chardonnay (one-third) imparts finesse and elegance. Pinot noir gives a long finish.
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3-Christophe Kolski - CNRS 

psychologie sociale, les sciences sociales, l'ingénierie) qui sert de fondement aux méthodes prises en .... appliquée et de présenter les résultats. – Les outils ...
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